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0. Introduction

Let M be a complex Hermitian manifold and{fa}a∈D a holomorphic family of
endomorphisms ofM,whereD is the unit disk. This means that the mapD×M →
M, defined by(a, x)→ fa(x), is holomorphic. Suppose thatf = f0 has a com-
pact surjectively invariant subsetK, that is,f(K) = K. For example,K could be
a fixed point or a periodic orbit, but also a more complicated set such as the Julia
set of a rational function. We may then ask ifK is persistent under the perturba-
tionfa of the mapf. For instance, ifK is a fixed point off, then we ask iffa has a
fixed pointKa nearK for a small enough. A sufficient (albeit not necessary) con-
dition for this is that the fixed pointK be hyperbolic, meaning that the derivative
of f atK has no eigenvalue of modulus 1.

There is a natural notion of hyperbolicity for general setsK. Let us first consider
the case when the mapsfa are diffeomorphisms. The precise definition (which
can be found e.g. in [R]) will not be stated here, but it says that the tangent bundle
overK splits continuously into two invariant subbundles on which the derivative
of f is expanding and contracting, respectively.

One basic result in real dynamics is that hyperbolic sets are persistent under per-
turbations in the mapf (see [R]). In our case this means that ifa is small enough,
thenfa has a hyperbolic setKa close toK, and there exists a homeomorphismha
close to the identity conjugatingf |K to fa|Ka .

If K is a hyperbolic fixed point, then it follows from the implicit function theo-
rem that the fixed pointKa of fa depends holomorphically ona. The natural gen-
eralization of this to more general setsK is the notion of a holomorphic motion,
the definition of which is given in Section 1.

Theorem A. Let {fa}a∈D be a holomorphic family of diffeomorphisms of a Her-
mitian manifoldM parameterized by the unit diskD. Suppose thatf = f0 has a
hyperbolic subsetK. ThenK moves holomorphically with the parametera at a =
0. More precisely, there existr > 0 and a holomorphic motionh : Dr ×K → M

such that, for eacha ∈Dr :
(1) Ka := h(a,K) is a hyperbolic subset forfa;
(2) the mapha := h(a, ·) : K → Ka is a homeomorphism andfa B ha = ha B f.
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